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How India's Real Estate
Growth, will outpace China

For the Intelligent investor the safest
and most profitable way to participate in
the rise of India is through Real Estate

Who We Are
The Equinox Group - An Introduction
The Equinox Group specializes in providing a turn-key management solution for
individual investors interested in participating in some of the world's most profitable
Real Estate right from the BUY Stage to the SELL Stage.
In order to maximize profitability, we purchase only pre-construction high-end
condominiums from India's best builders ONLY, at relatively low prices and sell them
at a substantial profit, after a period of between 3 to 4 years, just before final
possession of the unit at a substantial profit.
"PLEASE NOTE: The Equinox Group, only works with India's premier builders in
terms of the quality of the construction. Since selecting the right builder and location,
can make a huge difference in the speed with which the value of the property
appreciates."

India Real Estate - Background
India's rise is that of a self-organizing system whose chaos is giving birth to generations of
adaptive and resilient people with the history, hope and DNA to create a better world for
themselves and their next generation. The challenge is how to influence and participate
smartly and safely in this rise
Ÿ "For the Intelligent investor, the safest and most profitable way to participate in the

rise of India is through Real Estate"
Ÿ "India is projected to be the Third largest economy in the world by 2029". -

Goldman Sachs BRICs report
Ÿ "The per capita GDP in India is expected to quadruple between 2007 and 2020". -

Goldman Sachs BRICs report
Ÿ "India's middle class is expected to increase 26 times in the next three decades". -

OECD
Ÿ "At a GDP growth rate of 8%, its market capitalization would grow 5 times its

current rate by 2031". - Goldman Sachs BRICs report
India is growing. Fast… It's the second-fastest growing economy on the planet.
India's current growth path will result in income levels tripling by 2025, creating the
world's 5th largest consumer market, and increasing total private final consumption by
US $937 billion, more than South Korea's current total GDP. (1)
India's middle class is expected to increase to 583 million within 15 years - larger than
the entire expected Euro zone population. (2)
Bear in mind that...
Ÿ "Given the expected growth in India's urban centers, an investment of US$184bn

will be needed between 2012 and 2022 to improve the country's urban
infrastructure". - Goldman Sachs
Ÿ "India intends to increase its share of international trade from currently 1.5% to

over 5% by 2020, indicating exports of up to US $157 billion to China by the end of
the decade". - Goldman Sachs

And...
Ÿ India has 10 of the 30 fastest growing cities in the world and with rapid

urbanization close to 700 million people will have moved from rural to urban areas
by 2050 i.e. more than twice the current population of the US. (3)
Ÿ The emergence of India as a powerful economic force is one of the most

extraordinary investment stories in decades
Ÿ Just recently, American Express predicted that India's 100,000 'dollar millionaires'

will grow by 12.8% a year for the next little while. That's a whole lot of rich Indians.
What's more, McKinsey Global Institute predicts that the average Indian's income
will triple by 2025
Calculations based on data from:
1. Earth Trends
2. McKinsey Global Institute
3. Nationmaster.com

The Indian Real Estate Boom:
The Real Estate market in India has unlimited scope. Unhindered growth for the next twenty
years is virtually sure. This sector has seen an unprecedented boom in the last few years,
ignited and fueled by two main forces.
FIRST, the expanding industrial sector has created a surge in demand for office-buildings
and dwellings. The industrial sector grew at the rate of 10.8 percent in 2006-07.
SECOND, the liberalization policies of the Indian Government has decreased the need for
permissions and licenses before taking up mega construction projects. The doors to foreign
investments have been opened. The government has allowed FDI (Foreign Direct
Investment) in the Real Estate sector since 2005.

Future Prospects on Real Estate Industry:
In addition, the outsourcing boom in BPO (Business Processing Outsourcing) is growing rapidly in
India; this entails a huge demand for commercial buildings and urban housing. The organized retail
market in India is also accelerating with players like Wal-Mart, Bharti, and Reliance etc. looking
forward to make a foray thus stepping up demand for Real Estate.
Indians are now spending their savings on Real Estate projects spanning all across the country,
several cities are seeing huge uplift in property selling.

Since independence, Indian governments have introduced a liberalized approach towards
privatization and globalization. This move has resulted into a positive impact on the global front.
Today, many foreign Real Estate companies are venturing into India to reap the unlimited benefits.
The world's second-fastest-growing economy after China, changing government policies, including
a focus on infrastructure are driving the demand for housing developments, malls and offices,
higher and higher.
"For investors seeking the high returns that are no longer possible in the mature European
and North American Real Estate markets, India and China are hot," said Prakash Gurbaxani,
the Chief Executive of Bangalore's TSI Ventures, a joint venture of Tishman Speyer Properties of
New York and India's largest privately owned bank, ICICI Bank, based in Mumbai.
"Every foreign investor group, including pension funds, high-net-worth individuals and
private equity funds, are all looking at this sector," said Gurbaxani, whose company has
confirmed it will invest more than $1-billion in Indian Real Estate over the next few years.
Analysts at Merrill Lynch in 2005 predicting India's Real Estate market will grow to $90-billion in 10years time.
For foreign investors, the gateway into India opened in 2005 when the government eased
restrictions on foreign ownership of Real Estate, construction and housing companies.
Foreign developers are now allowed wholly owned subsidiaries in India if they invest $10million, and can build commercial and residential buildings, if the projects exceed 50,000sq. m. (about 538,000-sq. ft.).
Since, relaxation of rules has brought in a rash of foreign Real Estate funds and investors, only
recently, the California Public Employees Retirement System invested $100-million in a Real
Estate fund floated by IL&FS Investment Managers of India. In March this year, Morgan Stanley's
Real Estate investment arm said it would pay $68-million for a minority stake in an Indian property
firm, Mantri Developers.
All this has, Merrill Lynch predicting in 2005 the Indian Real Estate sector will grow from the current
$12-billion to $90-billion by 2016. And, Warburg Pincus too, is negotiating for several Real Estate
investment opportunities, including technology office parks. "We see ourselves investing a few
hundred million dollars in Real Estate in India over the next couple of years," says Khanna.
Further, Merrill Lynch believes, outsourcing, growing more than 30% a year and bound to create
200,000 jobs yearly, will increase the demand to more than 15-million sq. ft. of commercial space
each year.
Goldman Sachs calls India 'the most exciting Real Estate market in Asia.' Overseas funds
have raised $2.4 billion through September for investing in India. According to Private
Equity Intelligence, investors will pour another $4-6 billion in 2008 into property funds with
an Indian focus. All told, the market could grow from $15 billion to $90 billion by 2015.
In addition to Real Estate, there are many parts of the domestic economy that are attractive for

those interested in investing in India. Unlike China and the Southeast Asian economies, India's
economy is not so dependent on exports.
Unfortunately, yet again, many of these opportunities are off-limits to public equity investors. This
was a common frustration as I traveled in India. Investing in India is just not that easy. Foreigners
cannot own Indian shares directly. Only institutional investors can.
Times change……
Goldman Sachs' Whitehall Street Real Estate Funds have been exploring the Indian market
and checking out potential investment partners. In March 2005, the firm announced it
planned to invest up to $1 billion over the next two years in Indian private equity, Real Estate,
private wealth management, and other businesses in India for its institutional clients. A
month later, California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS) invested $100
million in a $400 million Real Estate fund promoted by India's Infrastructure Leasing &
Financial Services. At last count, international funds had reportedly invested some $2.5
billion in Indian Real Estate. Nearly two dozen domestic funds have raised another $3.5
billion for similar investments.
Goldman Sachs and CalPERS -- the world's largest pension fund, -- are not the only global
investors looking at opportunities in Indian Real Estate. Others include Wall Street
powerhouses such as J. P. Morgan, Warburg Pincus, Morgan Stanley Real Estate Funds,
Merrill Lynch, Lehman Brothers, Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway, the Blackstone
Group, Colony Capital, Starwood Capital, GE Capital and HSBC, among others.
Dave's consulting firm that goes by his name is currently advising the Hiranandani Group, a
large developer based in Mumbai, on partnering with a U.S. private equity fund. Hines, a
developer in Houston, and the Government of Singapore Investment Corporation plan to
invest $1 billion in Indian Real Estate, according to media reports.
The $5-Billion Question
Depending on whom you ask, the total equity capital headed for Indian Real Estate is
between $3 billion and $5 billion -- and that could be just the beginning………….

India Real Estate Risk Factors:
Consider the facts, IKON Marketing Consultants, predict that there is a possibility of a Real Estate
bubble in Tier-I cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Gurgaon, Chandigarh &
Pune. However, IKON does not see much trouble in the overall market as Tier-II and Tier-III cities
are growing gradually and are the backbone of the Indian Real Estate Industry.
According to IKON's research, Indian Real Estate Industry may see some downturn in 2011. It may
start from 1st Quarter of 2011 and last up to 3rd Quarter of 2012. However, it will not be too intense,
as it was during the recession period. It is expected that prices may slash by 10-15% during this
phase of correction (providing an excellent buying opportunity for astute investors looking at solid
long-term investment). By it’s nature, a bubble is a short-term phenomena. The Indian property
market has shown continuous growth, for the last 20 years apart from periodic adjustments, in the
last few years.
The Indian property market has shown continuous growth, for the last 20 years apart from periodic
adjustments, in the last few years.
There are more than 400 million Indians, waiting to hit the middle-class group, which will require
more than 7,500,000 housing units by 2013. Long term growth story will remain intact for the Indian
Real Estate Industry. Housing is still relatively affordable in most of the major cities in India. People,
who compare India with developed European cities, forget the huge difference in affordability in
both areas.
GDP projections from Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC): shows how China, India and Brazil
will overtake the West, in GDP by 2050 and how the US, UK and the west will fall behind.
GDP projections from Price Waterhouse Cooper
Click heading to sort. GDP at PPPs (constant 2009 international dollars), $bn
Country

2011

2025

2050

US

15,051.17

21,010.83

38,060.89

China

10,656.45

25,501.22

57,784.54

India

4,412.91

10,721.09

41,373.68

Japan

4,322.31

5,535.43

7,641.40

Russia

2,948.64

4,635.98

7,422.46

Brazil

2,265.08

3,950.27

9,771.54

UK

2,338.80

3,208.02

5,616.50

Germany

3,108.00

3,834.14

5,629.18

France

2,235.54

3,046.22

5,339.13

Price Waterhouse Cooper, used World Bank data for growth up until 2009.
The trends appear to be clear; the emerging nations have grown far more rapidly than their
counterparts in the west and will continue to do so.

Why Invest Now:

1) Cheaper payouts
If a Non Resident Indian (NRI) finances a property through a bank loan, he would pay lower monthly
payouts, compared with the amount he would have had to dispense a year ago. The rupee was
valued at 45.04 against the Dollar on 22 June 2011, while it was trading at Rupees 57.15 as on 22
June 2012.
Thus, the buyer ends up saving nearly 27% on his monthly payouts. In case buyer remits his
savings to India, he can get more rupees for his dollars. In 2011, a Buyer could have got
Rs 45,040 for every $1,000 that he sent, he now stands to receive Rs 57,150 for every $1,000.
2) Low Alternative returns on Investments in Europe & North America
A brief overview of Europe's Debt Crisis
Having gotten themselves deep in debt in recent years, Greece, Ireland and Portugal all needed to
borrow billions of dollars in 2010 and 2011, to keep their governments functioning and to make
payments on the interest.
To qualify for these bailouts, governments have had to cut their spending (by laying off government
workers and reducing pensions) and increase their revenues (by raising taxes). These austerity
measures haven't solved the problem. Greece's economy is contracting, its debt keeps growing,
and some economists believe it will eventually default on its loans.

Meanwhile, Spain and Italy are also facing high debt levels, with no prospect of an economic
recovery in the short term. Because their economies are much bigger than Greece's, their struggles
could threaten the stability of the euro, a currency used by 17 European countries.
If investors decide that a collapse of the euro is inevitable, that may become a self-fulfilling
prophecyIn the words of Jack M. Mintz writer for the National Post Newspaper
“The EU is dealing with its fiscal crisis, but U.S. seems paralyzed
At a European conference on the sovereign-debt crises that I attended this week, my
overwhelming conclusion, after listening to many experts, is that the U.S. is in far more
trouble than Europe.
Kotlikoff's calculations show that U.S. unfunded liabilities total US$222-trillion, the highest
of all major OECD countries (12% of the time value of U.S. GDP) once accounting for
monetary public debt, Social Security deficits and public-health-care unfunded liabilities.
No one can doubt that the U.S. is in serious fiscal trouble.
As a result Western equity markets are increasingly too volatile to invest in for a safe return coupled
with the rapidly growing debt crisis and a possible break up of the Euro-zone itself appearing more
likely day by day.
In addition, United States 10 year Treasury Bills are paying a paltry interest rate of 1.6% another
record low. Furthermore, German and French Interest rates are also at record lows due to growing
instability. Hence it is likely that we are facing a low interest environment for a long, long time to
come.
These and other factors are increasingly forcing investors to look towards Emerging Markets
increasingly, for higher returns on their investments.
3) S&P Forecasts India's Real GDP Growth For Fiscal 2012-2013 At 6.5% Higher GDP growth
translates into potentially higher real estate prices in 2013.
4) Reserve Bank of India (RBI) cuts interest rates; EMIs to come down. Published: Tuesday,
17th April 2012, Place: Mumbai Agency: PTI
“In a surprise decision, the Reserve Bank on Tuesday cut the benchmark interest rate for first time in
three years by 0.5% to provide relief to borrowers and revive sagging economic growth. Unveiling
the annual credit policy here, the RBI reduced the short-term lending (Repo) rates to eight% from
8.5%. Bank rate is cut to nine% from 9.5%
Banks, led by the State Bank of India, immediately announced they would substantially cut the
lending rates that would benefit auto, home and personal loan borrowers. Lower mortgage rates are
on the horizon for India and will ensure a continued appreciation of Real Estate.

5) Historically Real Estate in emerging markets, particularly India has always been an
excellent hedge against inflation.
Hence from an investor's point of view there is no risk of inflation reducing your real
Rate-of-Return.
6) High Interest rates on fixed deposit accounts in India average 8% per year. So even
parking your money in India is highly profitable verses rates as low as 1% at most major
western financial institutions.
In Conclusion
India's real estate industry has changed dramatically since 2005 when it allowed global private
equity funds to first invest in the country. Billions of dollars have been raised overseas and
committed to investments in the Real Estate sector in India.

IREO - An Introduction:
IREO is the first and largest Private Equity Fund, dedicated to the Indian Real Estate sector and also
a Real Estate Developer, with a PAN India Landholding of over 3,000 acres across India. IREO
entered the Indian Real Estate Market in 2004 and have evolved as a Fully Integrated Real Estate
Organization that is both the Financier and Developer of its projects.
IREO has a diversified product portfolio: Gated Residential communities & Integrated Townships,
mixed use Office-cum-Retail, Industrial Parks etc. across major cities in India.
Backed by 2 Billion U.S. Dollars in the form of committed invested capital (the investment portfolio is
currently valued at U.S. Dollars 5 Billion), IREO's investor base consists of:

ŸGlobal financial institutions (like JP Morgan Chase, TPG Axon, Citadel Investment Group),
ŸUniversity Endowment Funds, Sovereign Wealth Funds (like Temasek)
ŸLeading Global Real Estate Developers (like Reichmann Family Canary Wharf, London)
and

ŸStephen Ross of Related Group (Time Warner Building, New York) etc.
IREO is India's first professionally managed Developer. The Board of Directors comprises of
eminent professionals and representatives of some of the World Renowned Institutions.
IREO's team consists of internationally experienced and accomplished Indian and expatriate
professionals from diverse backgrounds to lead initiatives and to deliver best in class products and
services to our customers.

At IREO, we are committed to be the most respected Developer of Real Estate and infrastructure in
India, by consistently delivering superior value for customers, employees and business partners in
all our endeavours.

Why IREO is investor friendly?
Investment Rationale
a.) Considering the Location & IREO City advantage, Grand Arch shall continue to maintain its price
growth graph. It has recently moved upto $ 215 per square foot (psf) from $ 80 per square foot
(psf) in percentage terms that is a 169% increase since its launch in September 2009, this is an
average annual return of 35% compounded.

Offering Memorandum:
We Are Raising 3 Million US Dollars to invest in India's Real Estate Market.

ŸOur Company offers investors a turn-key solution, from the BUY Stage to the SELL Stage,
allowing small and medium sized investors to participate in one of the world's most lucrative
and fastest growing Real Estate Markets in the World… India!

Ÿ*Our fee is a nominal 1.99% fixed per year, based on the original investment. For example
on an initial investment of $3 million USD it would amount to a yearly total of only $59,700
USD (payable monthly) with an incentive bonus of 20% added on, of the net profit (after all
taxes and expenses) payable only after 3-4 years upon final sale of the property.

India ranked second out of 50 countries for annual growth of residential prices, in Knight Frank's
latest global housing price index. During year to Q1 2011, house prices rose 21.3%.

The RBI also allows branches of foreign companies operating in India to freely remit net-oftax profits offshore through authorized forex dealers as stated in Fema 1999.
Please note the Rupee is fully convertible on the current account and forex activities are
permitted unless specifically prohibited.
Our Responsibilities include the following
Limit of a maximum investment of 5 units from a single developer.
Payment made to builder in installments only in order to further minimize our exposure, you are
required to approximately put up to 50% in the first 6 months.
We only deal with the “India's premier builders in terms of the quality of the construction as selecting
the right builder and location can make a huge difference in the speed with which the value of the
property appreciates."
We independently investigate and check each builder we deal with.
We only deal with reputable builders with a minimum of 8 to 10 years experience with a strong
balance sheet independently verified, coupled with a solid track record of successful completion of
projects.

Verification checks that all Govt. dues such as taxation are clear and that no dues are pending.
We independently check that all Govt. Approvals for the project from Town and Country
Planner/municipal/& local bodies have been secured.
Verification of the TITLE and INTEREST of the Builder in the property is genuine.
Verification of all documents in regards to property.
Verification of all Terms and Conditions of property.
Verification and Completion of all documents related to registry of the property in the name of the
investor.
Finding an appropriate buyer for the property and arranging the sale as well as taking care of all
legal closing costs (a relatively nominal cost billed to all investors as and when required).
Finally upon sale of the unit the funds would be repatriated ASAP to the investor after payment of
government capital gains taxes of 20% and all other expenses related to the sale of the property.
PLEASE NOTE: all our locations are prime locations i.e. near potential new sources of
transportation or metro's that are coming up nearby. This ensures potentially rapid appreciation in
the value of the condominiums.
All Registrations of properties purchased will be in the name of "Equinox International pvt. ltd."
All purchase and sale of properties will be handled through our Real Estate management arm in
India i.e. "Equinox International pvt. ltd."
All investors would be appointed directors in "Equinox International pvt. ltd.”
and would be essentially shareholders of the enterprise that is investing in the targeted properties.
PLEASE NOTE:*Foreigners are not permitted to invest in Indian Real Estate directly i.e. as
individuals and powers-of-attorney are only possible for Non Resident Indians. However, this
avenue has severe limitations as well, as requiring it, would require NRI investor to first obtain a
PAN CARD (similar to Tax Identification number) in order to invest in Real Estate through a powersof-attorney. In addition, according to a recent ruling by the supreme court of India "a power of
attorney holder is only able to BUY the property he is not able to SELL the property on behalf of the
NRI". This means that an NRI investor would have to fly to India in person to sell the property. In
addition, an NRI investor would have to make substantially larger investment in order to buy the
property exclusively in his/her name rather than as part of a larger group.*
Each Investor will receive a quarterly progress report on properties purchased and status of their
investment as well as any and all appreciation and new developing projects we are looking at.

Finally for Investors to participate they will be required to wire the initial deposit of $150,000
or 50% of the minimum investment of $300,000 each (*this minimum could change
depending on the numbers of investors and individual contributions could be more or less
depending on the degree of interest).
*All payments to be made to our India based Real Estate arm "Equinox International pvt. ltd."
Via Bank Wire.
And the balance would be due after a period of 3 Months.
Upon receiving the 50% deposit, it would be considered a firm irrevocable contract and the
balance would be required at the end of the 3 Months.
PLEASE NOTE: that all investments are for a minimum period of 3 - 4 years. All investment capital
not invested immediately, would be earning an interest rate of 8% in fixed deposit certificates issued
by our bank.
OUR'S IS A SIMPLY PHILOSOPHY
"ONCE YOU DOUBLE YOUR INVESTMENT YOU SELL HALF AND LEAVE THE REST IN
PROPERTY TO APPRECIATE FURTHER THAT WAY YOU HAVE A WIN, WIN SITUATION AS
YOU WILL BE PLAYING WITH THE MARKETS MONEY NOT YOURS”
ASSUMING THERE ARE 10 INVESTORS, AN AVERAGE OF $300,000 U.S. Dollar PER
INVESTOR, WOULD BE REQUIRED FOR A MINIMUM TOTAL INVESTMENT OF $3,000,000.

